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Abstract. Using matrix theoretic methods, bounds are obtained on the number of replications 
in certain combinatorial designs, some of which generalrze previous results for multiphcative 
designs and h-designs. 
1. Introduction 
We deal throughout with configurations S = (S, , .,.,Sn } consisting 
of a farnil:! of yt subsets of the n-set { 1,2, . . . . rz}. We use the standard 
(0,1) incidence matrix A of such a family, so Lhat AT A (A* is the trans- 
pose of A) contains the cardirralities and intersection numbers of the 
family.. We consider certain specifications on the intersection umbers 
and invzstigate what they imply about ihe replication numbers Yi (ri 
is the nurnber of blocks, Sj containing the variety i). Results of this 
sorlt may be found in [ 2-5, 3--91 for fairly general types of designs 
all of which exploit the assumption that ATA = D + X, *zhere D is dia- 
gonal and R is rank one. The h-design Lase (R = AS, J the matrix of ones) 
gives a bound of 2 (see [ 7,9] ) for the number of replications. The restrict- 
ed multiplicative design (R = d(Ai, Aj)T X, = . . . = h,, Xe+l = . . . = A,, ) 
gives a bound of 2”” 1 (see [ 8,33 ) with refinements if additional “ regular- 
ity” conditions are imposed. The essential content here will be to obtain 
similar bounds with the rank one assumption relaxed. 
Combinatorially, our assumptions deal with the case that the farnil] 
S = S l U S 2, where two sets of the family S i interesect in hi elemttnts 
(i = 1,2) and a set flrom s l meets a set from S2 in X elements. The rank- 
one studies of this situation impose the restriction A, A2 = X2. This 
rather ad hoc assumption is natural in that for h, = A2 = X we reduce to 
h-designs or the classical (u, k, h) situation [ 61 . We shall see, however, 
that considerably weaker assumptions, e.g. Al h2 2 A”, will yieid esscn- 
tially the same results. 
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In the sequel* / will denote an identity matrix and S will denote the 
natrix of ones with subscripts denoting their orders when necessary. 
For ~4 an IZ X YE (0, I )-matrix, &I) will denote the number of distinct 
row sums of A. 
2. Rank-two designs 
Consider an n ‘4 tt (0,3. )-matrix A, where 
cm 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Let 
(2.5) 
(2.5) 
[2.7) 
,453 = D -I R 
D=diag(k,-X1, k,--A, ,..., ke-h,, k,,,--X2 ,...,, kn-A,), 
kj > x, 0’ = 1, ..*, e), 
R =(zf-$;), e+f=n. 
rl[ = ii (kj-4, ) fi 
j= 1 j=e+ 1 
(ki-x,) , 
t 1 n ). 
c c 
1 
x1 = - -_- 
j=l k,-A, ’ 
q = 
j=e+l $.--h, ’ 
Net: that expansion of det(D -t M) by, say, diagonal expansion [ l] shows 
that A = de@ + R). We shall ccz~cern ourselves with the case A St 0. 
We associate with rhe matrix A three additional parameters Q’, /3, a* 
defined as 
(2.8) cr’ = (L-I/A) (X, + (h, A, -h2) C,) , 
(2.3,) ki = x(II/A) , 
C?.iO) cr* = (l-I/A) “h, + (A, h2 --h2) Z’ 1 ) . 
The bounds we obtain on p(A) are valid except for a pathological class 
which can be characzt:rize(I in tenms of these parameters. This exceptional 
ciass is tne anaiogue cf the si ation in the non-square studies of so-called 
“near-square A-linked desi!;ns” [ 91 or “h-matrices” [ 21. We exclude the 
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exceptional cla.ss by the following defmition. We shall say that the 
matrix AA under consideration carries a proper 12 X II (e, A,, X2, A)-design 
if either U* # 0 or if CI* = 0 but 4[;* -2fl -t a’ # 0. We shall see later, by 
example, that these exclusions are necessary. 
We further call a proper /z X n (e, X, , h,, X)-design e-reguZc!r if 
k -, 
1 -’ . . . = I& ; reguZar if also k,, 1 = . . . = k,, ; and, following [ 81, zcnifcwtn 
if also k, -h, = k, ---A,. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A carry a proper n X n (e, h, , h,, &)&sign. The!1 
(i) p(A)-< 2e+* . 
(ii) If the design is e-regular, we have &.A) < 2(e + 1). 
(iii) [f the design is regular, we have p(A ) 5 e + 1. 
Proof. Let 
(2.11) (D-b-R)-1 -_=D-1-X. 
The13 an easy computation shows that 
(2.12) X=D-+$+-$--) D. I., 
where cy), p, a* are as defined in [ 2, 8- 101. No-w a standard calculation, 
multiplication of (2.1) by (D + R)-- 1 using (2,l I), yields 
(2.13) AD-‘AT=I+AXAT. 
Set 
(2.14) +;& -!?-) (j)i” =,$+, ;_!! , 
1= 1 Q-X, = 1 2 
and read the (i, i) position of (2.13) recalling that a$ = aii is 
This biquadratic in @J, $r will. be our main tool in obtaining bounds on 
p(A) once we have related the row sums rj of A to the quarkties $$ and 
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Multiply (2.1) by 1, the column vector of ones using AT( 1 ,I = 
(k:l , . . . . I k,,)T, and obtain 
(2.16) A~(r~-l,...,r,--l)T =r, 
e 
where P = (iL=r, , r2, . . . , r2) is the off-diagonal row sum vector of R. 
That it, 
(2.17) rl =AI(e--l)+Xf, ‘2 =X#-l)+Ae. 
W’ith r = (q - 1, . . . . rtt 1 )T , we proceed to express 1~ as a linear combina- 
tion of the columns of A. 
Define 
(2.18) (c=(D+R)-lr, 
th!en AT A c = Y and (2.16) in conjunction with the non-singularity of A 
gives 
(Z!. 19) PAC. 
Now Corn (2.18), we have, in view of (2.11) and (2.12), 
(2.20) 
so that 
(Z.21) 
where 
( .1.22) 
(X3) 
2. Rarrk-two designs 
We now consider case (i) of Theorem 2.1. For a given value @I, (2.15) 
becomes a quadratic in @$ : 
If CII* # 0, $T is then restricted to at most 2 values. If (Y* = 0, @ is 
uniquely determined unless #I = i/3- 1 but then (2.25) becomes t&/3-2-- 
@- t + 1 = 0 which denies our hypothesis that A is proper. Hence, under 
our assumptions, agiven #I admits at most 2#T vAes and hence from 
(2.24) at most 2ri values. Since there are no more than 2e values of $5, 
we have p(A) I 292e = 2e+l. 
NOW suppose k, = . . . = k, ; then t#$ = rI(kl --IQ )- 1: where ri is the 
partial Ch row sum of A over the first e columns. This means tha:: @I 
takes on at most e + 1 values (0 < ri < e), SLI that p(A) < 2(e + I ). Now 
suppose A is regular, so that also k,,, = . . . = k,. Then @i = rj(k, --XI )- 1 
and $17 = $ (k, -X2 )- 1, where ri = r; + I$. If: in (2.24) S2 # k,, -h, + 
a given r; value determines rrand hence ri. If S2 = k, -X,, then (2.24‘1 
says that there is only one ri value in the design and (2.25) again says 
that there are at most 29fvalues, hence at most 2rF values, and 
&A) <_ 2. Hence in any case p(A) < e + 1, completing the proor. 
Corollary 2.2. Let A carry a proper n X n (e, A, , h.,, IQ-design with csl- 
umns sums k,, . . . . k,.,. Then 
k2 
(2.26) $(c - I+2 
I=I k/-h, l=e+l k,--h2 
= (h, +(X,h--x2)&) c -- (,=, krklA ) 2 - 1 
“(X2 +(X,h2-P)C,)( 5 “‘)’ . 
\I=e+ I k,-l, 
roof. Equate the sum of the entries in the matrices of eq. (2.13). We 
note that (2.26) is the rank-2 analogue of the multiplicative design para- 
= A@-1) in case $ = k, A,= 
x2 = x. 
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3. Remarks in case e = 1 
qf the design A has e = 1, the pxamder A, is vacuous. The natural 
definition would be A, = X2/X, 3 so that A is actually a rank-one design. 
This will work provided k, # AZ/h, because we require bc, 3 A,. The 
rcsu!ts of Section 2 lmight still apply, however, if our ‘*proper” condi- 
tions can be met with a differznt definition of XI. Here C 1 = (k, 4, )- 1 
and UP # 0 be(:omes exactiy k, A, + A”. So Theorem 2. f will apply 
only if thz quadratic condition ar’ + 4f12 -2p -ic: 0 is met. The designs with 
e = 1 which are properly rank 2, i.e. cP = 9 and cy’ + 4f12 - 2p # 0, ~2 
nt3t very intenzsting, however. They will lrsve two row su_ms dependilag 
on whether Qi ~ z 0 f jr ai, = 1, but the calculations of the previous proof 
SASW that twi rows with bz:‘, = 0 have zero intexsecl:ion 
Tht;fse remarks arc to indicate that the case e = 1 is essentially a raEk- 
one cztse and ttle r2sulas of [ 81 are as nice as can be expected. However, 
havin;g the rank-2 thecj?em would ;r!lo~~ a sirrii;ler choice of h, , say 
Xl = 0, to s.implify c(l>m,lsutations. There is also one case where the de- 
generacy :ridicat~~d :dbcve does not occur, We illustrate this use of the 
rank.92 cz+e by proving, as a corollary io Theorem 2.1, a result due to 
several a,,ithors i X4.5,9] on near square designs. 
: 3.3) /#AS = diag(q -4, . . . . . r1 -h,, r2 -h,, . . . . rz 4, ) + 
&I X,Jl 
(-t) 
- 
X,J A27 * 
Proof. The matrix A I = i 1, A) carries an PZ X 11 ( I ,0,&k)-design and 
this is proper rinlless 
4. The uniform case 
Eqs. (3.4) show that k divides 2X, and writing 2h = tk in these equa- 
tions easily forces C = 1, whence n = 4>.. Barring this case then, since we 
have Ei, = . . . = k,, = k, Theorem 2.1 (iii) says that rthese are at most 
e + 1 = 2 replications. (The case of one replication is easily re_iected.) 
The row inner product information is obtained from eci. (2.2 3 j which, 
in this case, reads as 
where AAT = (hii) axi all @i = kT ’ B 4; = ri (k-X)- 11 , 
The exceptional case in th.!s theorem (n = 4X. k = 2X) has been com- . 
pletely determined as comir;g from Hadanaard r-natrices or order 4h. The 
two row sum case, however, ;sbout which much structure is known-more 
than stated in Corollary 3.1 -remains strangely unsettled. See [ 91 for 
de tails. 
4. The uniform case 
Recall that a uniform (e, A, , X-) 9 U-design is proper, regular and has A. . 
D of (2.1) a scalar matrix. With all of this structure it is still not quite 
the case that the dual design exhibits the same type of rank-2 structure 
as the original. Eq. (2.13) becomes, with AI, -$ =: c, 
(4.1) AAT =cl+clA AT . 
Our proof of Theorem 2.1 indicates that if S, ~6 c in (2.24), Yi is de- 
termined by ri. Since we cannot have both S, := c and S2 = c, the sym- 
metry of the situation means that there is no loss of gene;-ality in assuming 
S, # e, and we obtain from (4.1)~ 
Corollary 4.1. If A carries a prop w, wiiform Fi’ X 11 (e, XI , A,, A)-&sign, 
the.r the dual design carried by B = Arr satisjk 
BTB = cl -I- s, 
where rank S = rank R 5 2, The in terwction numbers h,/j for the df.4 
are functions solely of the partial row sum pair (ri, ri) oj’ A. 
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in tbc next section we shall exhibit the structure predicted by Corol- 
lary 4.1 for uniform designs. 
5. Examples and concluding remarks 
The bound 2e+1 in part (i) of Theorem 2.1 is evidently weak. As the 
proof indicates, the case of equality would indeed be strangle, at least 
r larga c values. The bound e + i in part (iii), is, however, reasonably 
tight. Consider the incidence matrix A I of a (v, k, X)-configuration and 
replace c columns by their complements. One obtains a uniform 
(e, v---2k + X, A, k--A)-d esign A if e # A and e # k. (e # k guarantees 
non-singularity, and e # X that the design is proper.) Pf one uses the 
projective plane (n* + YI + 1 T n + 1 s 1) with e = 2, then the result is 3 
(2,/z* -n, 1, ii j-design with replications y?- 1 5 n -I- 1, yt + 3, so tha!: ~$4) = 
c + I = 3. The dual structure of Corollary 4.1 
Consid :r the matrix 
‘0 !I1 0 0 0 0 0 
01101’111 
01011100 
1 = 01~010011 ; 
1 o/o 0 1 0 10 
20000101, I 
1O111001 J 10110110 
I h follows cas@r tha,t 
00 
ATA = diag(4,4,2,2,2,2,2,2) + 00 $7 
‘ 
is quite evident here, 
2J 
T-j w’ P(A) = 5 . 
B, lrvould be a carndidate for a rank-2 design with e = 2, but k, = .e. = k, 
and k, = bc, by Theorem 2. I would give p(A) _< 3. The parameters 
wsuld be A, = O!, h2 = X = 2, :E = -k, x2 = 3, A = 210, TI = 21°. The 
design is non-singular but c11* == !2-4($) = 0 and /I = 2, (Y’ = -12, so that 
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arnd the design is not pro,: ‘r. Of course, since CY’ # 0, it is a proper 
(6,2,0,2)-design, so the rL+ lent bound is .p(.t; 5 7. This example il- 
lustrates the relevance o,f the notion of a proper design. 
In previous investigai.. G s of replication possibilities, results have 
been included on the sum:. of these rep1 icztions. Such remarks are pos- 
sible here, but the geneI<) ‘.ity of this study makes them necessarily abit 
more complicated. Consider a proper design with cy” # 0. Then our 
proof of Theorem 2.1 im,)lies that for a given t$I there corresponds at 
most 2 replications yl, r2 tbith 
(5.1~ = 2+; (S, 
P 
Y1 + “2 s2 --*S,)+-* + 2. 
a [II 
In case A, =X2 =X,wehavefl=Cy*,& =S, ands2 =(Iz-l)(~*,so 
that (5.1) becomes y1 + y2 = II + 1. In case e = 1, $I has only two pos- 
sibilities, 0 and (k, 4, )- 1, and (5.1) becomes Ryser’s row sum expres- 
sions [8] for the rank-l case. 
Finally, we note that fairly simple conditions insure the various as- 
sumptions we have taken. For example, A, X2 2 X2 > 0 implies A # 0, 
~1* # 0 and ~1’ + 0, so that the bounds on p(A) can be strengthened by 
using min(e, 3-e) in plac. 7: of e. 
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